We are pleased to announce the renewal of the service from Grammarly

Grammarly develops essential writing skills by helping students revise their papers and providing automated instructional feedback.

Used by over 300,000 students from hundreds of leading educational institutions worldwide, Grammarly is the leader in writing support solutions for education.

Grammarly is an automated proofreader and your personal grammar coach. Correct up to 10 times more mistakes than popular word processors.

- **Instant proofreading**
  Instantly find and correct over 250 types of grammatical mistakes

- **Context-optimized vocabulary suggestions**
  Improve word choice with context-optimized vocabulary suggestions

- **Plagiarism detector**
  Avoid plagiarism by checking your texts against over 8 billion documents

**Directions are below on how to setup your free WITC account!**

**Grammarly@edu**

If you created an account previously, continue to use that account.

1) Go to [https://www.grammarly.com/edu/signup](https://www.grammarly.com/edu/signup). Enter your name, university email, and preferred password. Click "Sign up".

2) Check your email for a verification email. Please check your inbox and spam folder.

3) Sign in at [http://www.grammarly.com/edu](http://www.grammarly.com/edu)

**Grammarly@EDU** is an automated grammar tutor and revision tool for academic writing. A web-based application, Grammarly@EDU works one-on-one with a student to develop sentence-level writing skills, prevent plagiarism, and reinforce proper revision habits. Upload drafts of your writing assignments to Grammarly@EDU to receive immediate instructional feedback on over 100 points of grammar and double-check if all sources are properly cited!

**Automated Grammar Tutor**
Patent-pending technology identifies problem areas in student writing, and delivers instant instructional feedback on over 100 points of grammar.

**Revision Tool**
Engaging user-interface transforms the revision of text into a learning session that is both structured and connected to students' immediate writing challenges.
Citation Audit
Originality detection technology allows students to check their own work for improper citation or potential plagiarism by comparing it against a database of 10+ billion documents.